SPONSORSHIP BOOKLET
Are you interested in reaching a lively community of people who are
engaged with the playful and critical exploration of science and art?

Since 2015, Curiosity Collider has been fostering interdisciplinary thinking, engaging communication, and
connections between people through creative and inclusive experiences. We will be amplifying and
broadening our efforts in the inaugural Collisions Festival in the fall of this year. Support us and you will
be part of making this first festival a powerful and contagious experience of connection, learning, and joy!

STATS AT A GLANCE
main demographic
25-34 largest age group
66% women
72% Vancouver-based

social media reach
reach per event: 18K-32K
reach of page in 2018: 37K
impressions in 2018: 70K

event participation
50 -300 attendees per event
about 1.2K total in 2018

Skip ahead to page 7 if you would like to learn more about
the Collisions Festival and how you can be involved!

info@curiositycollider.org

WE UN-SILO IDEAS
what the Collider is
Curiosity Collider Art-Science Foundation is a Vancouver-based non-profit organization, and we provide
opportunities for artists whose work expresses scientific concepts and for scientists who wish to explore art
and/or collaborate with artists.
We challenge the perception and experience of art and science in our culture, break down the traditional
walls between art and science, and engage our growing community to bring life to the concepts that describe
our world. We do this by hosting events and workshops, and by facilitating collaborations between artists,
scientists, and curious people.

Our vision is to build a community in which people, ideas, and practices from both the
arts and sciences are equally valued, move playfully across traditional boundaries, and
are promoted, funded, and shared.

a microcosm of multidisciplinarity culture
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2014
Theresa and Shelley
meet at a science
communication
workshop. Both have
science backgrounds
and discover a mutual
interest in fostering
creative science
communcation.

Later in

2015

2015

Visual artist Char Hoyt
takes part in Curiosity
Collider’s first event,
and is invited to join
the board, adding an
artistic perspective to
the Curiosity Collider
team as Creative
Director.

Curiosity Collider
incorporates as
a non-profit society!

2016
Visual artist Larissa
Blokhuis is a speaker
at a Collider Café, and
joins the board in 2017
as our Arts, Culture,
and Collections Director,
providing an additional
artistic perspective.

2018
Scientist-turned-artist
Julia A. Maddison, who
presented artwork at an
early Curiosity Collider
event (SPARK), responds
to a call to become
Development Director.

As a multidisciplinary team, we bring diverse perspectives and
experiences to everything we do, making us uniquely positioned
to facilitate spaces that welcome people across the spectrum of
science and art explorations.
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WE ATTRACT CURIOUS FOLKS
At Curiosity Collider we collect curious
people who hesitate to categorize
themselves as solely scientists or artists or
educators or inventors.
Human curiosity is diverse and has no
boundaries. The Collider has become a local
hub for innovative people seeking ideas and
energy through collaboration. We find that
this community brings typically disparate
groups within society together and allows
new ideas, new community members, and
new skills to flourish.

In the increasingly interdisciplinary world of today, we believe that these
innovative folks are a quietly powerful group ready to face the complex future.

“Working with Curiosity Collider on the Newreal
Pathways project was an extraordinary experience
and one that opened up new possibilities in my art
practice. Not only did they connect me with
professionals I would not have otherwise met, they
facilitated and supported the development of these
relationships... Participation and engagement in the
exhibition, Spark! was phenomenal and a testament
to their ability to promote their events and design
them in such a way that encourages engagement. ”
–Dzee Louise, artist, SPARK! collaborator

“The Curiosity Collider team demonstrated
exceptional professionalism, support and passion
throughout the organization and fruition of the
event. They provided cohesive curatorial direction
for the artists and scientists and facilitated an
evening of intrigue into the Quantum Realm.
I appreciated their commitment to detail, project
management and continuous support.”
-Kathryn Wadel, artist,
Quantum Futures collaborator
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WE CONNECT COMMUNITIES
demographics and reach in 2018
The core of our participants is made up of young adults from ages 25-34 (35%), with the second largest
group being 35-44 (26%). The majority are women, and we primarily reach folks who are locally-based.
Most are affiliated in some way with the sciences or arts or are friends of people in these respective worlds.

3K visits to curiositycollider.org
26%
18%
8%

7%
age:

18-24
2%

women: 66%
men: 28%

25-34

35-44

45-54

9%

8%

5%

3%

4%

55-64
2%

65+
1%

reach of page in 2018: 37K
impressions in 2018: 70K
72% of fans locally based
1.2K total event attendees
18-32K reach per event on Facebook
50-80 attendees per Collider Cafe
100-300 per standalone event
Curiosity Collider is exactly what it is: an accelerator
of extraordinary ideas that you'll want to know.
Katrina Vera Wong
I remember the sense of wonder I felt seeing an
astrophysicist and a puppeteer discuss their
collaborative project.
Raymond Nakamura

in the news
Selected appearances on ‘top things to do’ lists in
Vancouver:
• 11 hottest Vancouver arts shows to hit up in August.
Daily Hive. July 31, 2017
• Ten Things That You Should Absolutely Do Between
Now And Next Week.
Scout Magazine. November 16, 2016
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Selected event previews:
• A night of Quantum Futures: Art and science
collide to express quantum mechanics.
Ubyssey. April 4, 2018
• Art & Science Set To ‘Collide’ At Cafe Deux
Soleils On Commercial Dr., June 21.
Scout Magazine. June 19, 2017

info@curiositycollider.org

WE SUPPORT SCIARTISTS
exhibition events

SPARK! was an interactive art-science exhibition
co-produced by Curiosity Collider and VIVO Media
Arts Centre. The show included 18
interdisciplinary exhibits by 15 local artists &
scientists that demonstrated how art changes our
experience of science. From 2- and 3-dimensional
art to animation and interactive exhibits, VIVO’s
warehouse transformed into the stage for new
expressions of science. Exhibits included original
collaborative works with scientists and
technology experts.

Interstitial: Science Innovations by Canadian Women
was an exhibition with events in June 2018, and
showcased 2D work by female artists featuring
women in Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics (STEM). With this event we intended
to challenge the public as to how they think of
women in STEM, while also providing a unique
springboard to establish new connections in the
community. The exhibition and associated events
were created by women, featured women, and
highlighted the achievements of women in STEM.

The majority of our budget goes to artists
One of the things we feel strongly about at
Curiosity Collider is that paying artists properly for
their work is a critical part of a healthy community.
We pay artists according to CARFAC guidelines, and
as we have grown the proportion of our cash
revenue that is funneled towards paying artists has
also grown. In the year 2018, 78% of our cash
revenue went to paying artists with whom we
worked.
By supporting Curiosity Collider, you are not only
supporting great events-programming and
community-building, but also contributing to
artists’ livelihoods.
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COLLISIONS FESTIVAL:
Our capacity as an organization and as a community has grown. In the fall of 2019, Curiosity Collider will host
our inaugural Sci-Art Exhibition, the Collisions Festival, intended to be an annual celebration of provocative
science-art. This year’s theme will be Invasive Systems; we plan to feature a new theme each year that is
engaging for artists/scientists and incorporates multiple scientific disciplines.

Invasive Systems will be a three-day interactive festival that explores the influences of
ecology, technology, & infrastructure on our inner and outer lives, and how we can
understand our observations from both scientific and artistic perspectives. The festival
invites the question: Are these influences desirable, inevitable, or preventable?
Participating artists will explore the delicate and complicated nature of how living things
interact with and influence each other and their environment. This will include examining
the effect those interactons can have on our ecosystems, our societies, and our bodies.

community engagement
from the get-go
In November 2018, we held an informal
Meet & Greet Information event for
Collisions Festival 2019: Invasive Systems.
The open invitation included both artists
and scientists interested in learning more
about the Festival theme and our
submission process.
Turnout was strong and enthusiasm was
high, with 31 expressions of interest from
community members whose ideas and
feedback have fed the early part of the
creative process.
Upon invitation, we presented our festival concept to interested indigenous artists at the Skwachàys Lodge,
and have since received additional expressions of interest from other local indigenous artists for the
exhibition and workshops.

Get in on the ground floor and support a recurring festival
that inspires cross-pollination and innovation!
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HOW WE CAN WORK TOGETHER
The Collisions Festival will be 3 days of invigorating art, panel discussions with both artists and scientists,
and other innovative forms of interaction between participants and the public.
There are many opportunities for you to promote your brand visibility and reach an enthusiastic community.
The festival will be advertised through the multiple channels (see below for details) that Curiosity Collider
uses to reach our audience. As described previously, our audience is diverse and engaged – some of them are
science enthusiasts, some are art enthusiasts, and many of them are well-connected in the Vancouver
community at large.
We would love to offer you the opportunity to reach our community and support a great event. Please peruse
the following packages and let us know how you would like to be involved!

Spark
(unlimited)
$500

Ignition
(6 available)
$1000

Acceleration
(3 available)
$2500

Lift off
(1 available)
$5000

Logo on website, in e-newsletter

✔

✔

✔

✔

Recognition via social media channels
(Facebook, IG, twitter)

✔

✔

✔

✔

small logo

medium logo

large logo

headlining logo,
central position

Logo on physical posters, print
advertising

small logo

medium logo

largest logo

Ad in program guide of festival

1/4 page

1/2 page

full back page
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8

12

✔

✔

✔

BENEFITS

Logo on display banner near registration
table at festival

Corporate passes
Verbal recognition at opening of festival
Opportunity to present materials at
shared sponsor’s booth

✔

✔

Exclusive thank you post on social
media channels

✔

Opportunity to present materials and
have representative at exclusive
headliner sponsor's booth

✔

Other creative marketing opportunities
not listed here, contact development
director to find out more

✔

For more information, or to discuss sponsorship opportunities beyond those listed here,
please contact Julia at Julia@curiositycollider.org
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